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The fixed point of the energy 
chain should be placed in the 
middle of the travel distance.
This arrangement gives the short-
est connection between the fixed 
point and the moving consumer 
and thus the most efficient chain 
length.

Chain length calculation = L/2 + 
π * R + 2 * T + E
≈ 1 m chain = 11 St. x 91.00 mm 
links.

E = Distance between entry point 
and middle of travel distance
L = Travel distance
R = Radius
T  = Pitch 91.00 mm
The fixed point of the energy 
chain should be placed in the 
middle of the travel distance.
This arrangement gives the short-
est connection between the fixed 
point (FP) and the moving con-
sumer and thus the most efficient 
chain length.

Chain length calculation = L/2 + 
π * R + E
≈ 1 m chain = 11 St. x 91.00 mm 
links.

E = Distance between entry point 
and middle of travel distance
L = Travel distance
R = Radius

T  = Pitch 91.00 mm
FLg Self-supporting length, upper 
run straight
In the FLg range, the chain upper 
run still has a bias, is straight or 
has a maximum sag of 70.00 mm.

FLb Self-supporting length, upper 
run bent
In the FLb range, the chain up-
per run has a sag of more than 
70.00 mm, but this is still less 
than the maximum sag.
Where the sag is greater than that 
permitted in the FLb range, the 
application is critical and should 
be avoided. The self-supporting 
length can be optimised by using 
a support for the upper run or a 
more stable energy chain.
A range of variable guide channel systems, 
constructed from aluminium or stainless 
steel sections, are available for this energy 
chain.
The variable guide channel ensures that 
the energy chain is supported and guided 
securely.
A selection guide can be found in the chapter 
“Variable Guide Channel System”

The self-supporting length is 
the distance between the chain 
bracket on the moving end and 
the start of the chain arc.
The installation variant FLg offers 
the lowest load and wear for the 
cable drag chain.
The maximum travel parameters 

(speed and acceleration) can be 
applied for this variant.

HS  = Installation height plus 
safety
HMA  = Height of moving end 
bracket
FLg  = Self-supporting length, 
upper run straight
FLb  = Self-supporting length, 
upper run bent
FLg Fself-supporting Length, upper run 
gstraight
In the FLg range, the chain upper run still has 
a bias, is straight or has a maximum sag of 
70.00 mm.

FLb Fself-supporting Length, upper runbent
In the FLb range, the chain upper run has a 
sag of more than 70.00 mm, but this is still 
less than the maximum sag.
Where the sag is greater than that permitted 
in the FLb range, the application is critical 
and should be avoided. The self-supporting 
length can be optimised by using a support 
for the upper run or a more stable cable drag 
chain.
Ordering example: 0522 30 220 
100 0 0 1365
Crossbar on outside bend, cross-
bar on inside bend, to be opened 
from inside and outside bend
Inside width 220 mm, Radius 
100 mm
Plastic bridge, full-ridged with 
bias, material black-coloured 
polyamide
Chain length 1365 mm (15 links)
Aluminium crossbars:
Aluminium crossbars can be supplied in 
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All details given in our sales brochures and catalogues, as well as the information available online, are based on our current knowledge of the products described.

The electronic data and files made available by Murrplastik, particularly CAD files are based on our current knowledge of the product described.

A legally binding assurance of certain properties or the suitability for a certain purpose can not be determined from this information.

All information with respect to the chemical and physical properties of Murrplastik products, as well as application advice given verbally, in writing or by tests, is given to the best of our knowledge.

They do not release the buyer from the obligation to carry out his own tests and trials in order to determine the concrete suitability of the products for the intended purpose.

Murrplastik accepts no responsibility for the available information being up-to-date, correct or complete. Neither do we accept responsibility for the quality of this information.

Murrplastik accepts no liability for damage caused as a result of using our products.

Murrplastik reserves the right to make technical changes and improvements through constant further development of products and services.

Our General Terms and Conditions apply.


